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department of the board of trade led to further extensions; but
as from 1886 the foundations had been laid. Thus in the impor-
tant report (Cd. 6889 of 1893-4) On the Wages of the Manual
Labour Classes in the United Kingdom, the tables of wages and hours
given are for 1886 and 1891. In the first Statement Showing Pro-
duction, Consumption, and Export, of Coal, and the Number of Em-
ployees in Coal Production, in the Principal Countries of the World
(No. 317 of 1894—it subsequently became annual) the retro-
spective starting-point is 1883. The next expansions resulted
from the raising of the fiscal issue. The 'fiscal blue-books'
properly so-called are three—Cd. 1761 of 1903, Cd. 2337 of
1904, and Cd. 4954 of 1909; but there are two other great blue-
books, No. 294 of 1907 and No. 218 of 1914, which arc of similar
scope and importance, and only differ in that they were Returns,
that had been moved for in parliament. One might add Cd,
2145 of 1904, the very interesting Charts illustrating Statistics of
Trade, Employment, and Conditions of Labour in the United Kingdom,
which were prepared for the St. Louis Exhibition; and Cci 32*
of 1903, the board of trade Report on Wholesale and JKctoil Prices,
which gives prices from 1871. Then in 1910 comes the Pre-
liminary Report (Cd. 5463) of the Census of Production; the
subsequent reports are Cd. 5813 of 1911 and Gels* 6277 and 6320
of 1912-13. Of the many unofficial writers who since the publica*
tion of this wealth of blue-books have tried to elucidate or
supplement their results, the most conspicuous is Prof. A* L*
Bowley5 whose works on The Change in the Distribution of the
National Income 1880-191$ (*9#o) and The Division of the Product
of Industry (1919) more particularly concern its here.
For knowledge of the period before 1886 we have to depend
more on private enterprise. The Journal of the Royal Statistical
Society makes throughout an important contribution* A*
Sauerbeck's Course of Average Prices of General Commodities in
England (1908) gives computations from 18x5 to if)07* Sir
Robert GifFen's Essays in Finance (1879-86) range over the whole
of our first sub-period* Giffen, who as comptroller-general of
the commercial, labour, and statistical department of the board
of trade afterwards took an important part in the earlier ex-
pansion of its work, had till 1876 been a financial journalist.
His later writings include The Growth of Capital (1890) and The
Case Against Bimetallism (1892)* A convenient and reliable
channel for much information covering foreign as well as British

